
Welcome to Renasant Bank Enhanced Business Internet Banking (EBIB). This guide 
will show you how to get started as a Wire Transfer user. 

To contact our support experts, call 844.680.3739, or email treasurysolutionssupport@renasant.com. 
Our team is available on bank business days, Monday through Friday, 7:00 AM CT/8:00 AM ET – 
5:00 PM CT/6:00 PM ET.  

 � Always confirm the currency preference of the Beneficiary before selecting FX.  Some Beneficiaries require 
USD Wires even in their foreign accounts. This is due to the prevalence of the U.S. Dollar as a trade currency 
– many overseas accounts are maintained in U.S. Dollars rather than the country’s native currency. 

 � If the Beneficiary has specifically requested the wire be sent in foreign currency, please ensure EBIB 
supports the requested currency. 

 � EBIB FX currency rates are updated once per day and display the indicative exchange rate provided by our 
FX correspondent bank.

 � The currency rate provided in EBIB may change by the time the wire is submitted, approved and received 
by Renasant’s wire system or the recipient’s bank. 

Quick Start Guide
Wire Transfers

Getting Started with EBIB Wire Transfer Services

Before initiating a wire through EBIB, it is important you have the correct and complete wire transaction details. 
Wires transmitted with incorrect or missing information can result in a failed wire or a hold placed on the wire 
funds.  The best way to ensure transaction details are complete and correct is to request Wire Transfer instructions 
from the Wire Recipient (Beneficiary).

Domestic Wire Transfers typically settle at the wire recipient’s bank on the same business day the wire is initiated 
from EBIB.  An International Wire Transfer can take up to two business days to be received. This is because the 
transaction must be routed through one or more correspondent banks. 

If you are enrolled in Foreign Exchange (FX) International Wires, there are a few important points to keep in mind:  

EBIB Steps for Sending Wires:
Select the Money Movement tab from the EBIB Welcome page illustrated below.
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When you select Wire under Money Movement you will be taken to the Wire page. The first three tabs on this page 
represent the three ways you can originate wires:

 � Use Wire Money if you want to send a single wire transfer.

 � Use Wire Via Template to send a single wire transfer then save the wire details for future use.  A wire template 
is simply a saved wire. 

 ß NOTE: The monetary amount of the wire is not considered a “payment detail” because the amount you are 
paying might need to vary from one use of the template to the next.  The Wire Purpose should also be 
reviewed and modified if necessary each time the wire template is used. 

 � Use Wire Via Multiple Templates if you are sending more than one wire, and you have previously saved all of 
them as templates. This will make it faster for you to originate the wires.

Wire Money
Wire Money is the most basic wire origination step:

 � Select a Wire Type using the drop-down menu. The options 
are Domestic Wire, Foreign Currency International Wire 
(FX), and USD International Wire (USD).

 � Enter a template name, which is optional. Entering a name 
here will save this wire to a named template to use again.

 � Select the account to be debited for the wire. 

 � Enter a date for the wire to be sent. By default, today’s 
date is pre-filled.

 � Enter the wire amount for this particular date.

 � Select Wire Purpose from the drop down menu. If Other is 
selected, the purpose entered can be up to 35 alphanumeric 
characters.  
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 � The Wire Purpose will be delivered to the Beneficiary Bank; therefore, it is important that it is correct and 
relevant to the wire being sent. Always consult with the wire recipient for the exact purpose of payment and 
any other pertinent information to be included with the wire.

 � If you are creating a new template, it is important to remember the initial wire purpose selected will automatically 
pre-fill for all future wires sent using the template. It is always important to verify the purpose of payment 
each time a wire is submitted using a template. 

Once you click Continue, there is an opportunity to enter information about the Beneficiary Bank and the Beneficiary.
• NOTE: A Beneficiary Bank Address is required for ALL International Wires. It is not a requirement when 
              sending a Domestic Wire.



On the Wire Money page, you will be asked if you want to include intermediary information. This refers to correspondent 
banks a wire might pass though after leaving Renasant and arriving at the Beneficiary Bank.

Generally, if a Beneficiary Bank does not have a direct connection 
with the Federal Reserve Bank and has therefore enrolled with an 
intermediary correspondent bank, they will include the routing 
instructions in their overall wire instructions. The beneficiary of the 
wire should be aware of their bank’s wiring requirements.  Otherwise, 
we recommend selecting No for including intermediary information.

Once you select Continue, you can review the wire details. If they are 
correct, click Transmit, and the wire will be routed to a second user in 
your organization for review and approval.

 � Since we selected a Domestic Wire type, 
the default identifier for the Beneficiary 
Bank is their American Bankers 
Association Routing and Transit Code 
(ABA, or ABA/TRC)

 � Beneficiary addresses should be 
physical addresses and not post office 
boxes. The zip code should always be 
included.

 � All of this information should be 
included in a Wire Transfer instruction 
from your Beneficiary.

Wire via Template
The second option for originating a wire, Wire via Template, works in a similar fashion, except for re-entering 
the Beneficiary and Beneficiary Bank information. You can simply select the saved template name, and all of that 
information will be completed for you.

 � You will still need to enter a wire amount, a date, and confirm 
the purpose of the wire. Always consult with the wire recipient 
for the exact purpose of payment and any other pertinent 
information to be included with the wire.

 � Clicking Continue will take you to a review screen, and you 
can click Transmit to route the wire to your approver.



Wire via Multiple Templates
The third origination option, Wire via Multiple Templates, also works in a similar fashion, except you have the 
opportunity to select multiple template names on the same page, update their amounts, confirm and change Wire 
Purpose, review all wires, and submit them to your approver.

USD International Wire (USD)
So far, we have concentrated on domestic wires. Shifting attention to international wires, we will look at a sample 
international wire that is denominated in U. S. dollars (USD). 

Click on the drop-down arrow and select USD International Wire as 
the wire type.

As with the other wire types, if you intend to wire money to this 
beneficiary again in the future, you can enter a Template Name to 
save the transaction.

Since the currency (USD) is defined into this wire type, the 
Currency field will be prefilled for you.

For the bank you are sending the wire to, you will select SWIFT or CHIPS. 
The beneficiary’s wire instructions should specify which to use. Both 
organizations facilitate cross-border wire payments.

The Bank ID will be either a SWIFT ID or a CHIPS ID, depending on what you selected. Again, 
this information should be in the beneficiary’s instructions. Once you have entered it, you 
can confirm its accuracy by clicking on Validate, or you can look it up by clicking on Bank ID 
Search. EBIB will use the Bank ID to prefill the Bank Name and Bank Address fields for you.

NOTE: It is critical to confirm you are using the correct recipient bank ID and the correct recipient 
bank address. Should you enter the incorrect recipient bank information, your wire will be sent to 
the wrong bank ID, and your recipient’s funds could be held for weeks or lost. You must also confirm 
ALL wire instructions with your wire recipient prior to approving the wire.

After entering the receiving bank information, you will also enter the Recipient (i.e., Beneficiary) information. For the account number, there is 
an instruction to use the IBAN “if appropriate.” IBAN stands for International Account Number. Just use the account number contained in the 
beneficiary’s instructions. If they are in a country that has adopted the IBAN standard, they know to give it to you in that format.



From this point, the steps are exactly the same as domestic wires. Review the payment details for accuracy and 
submit for approval.

Foreign Currency International Wire (FX)
The third and final wire type is a foreign currency international wire (FX). It works in every way just like a USD 
international wire except you select the currency to be transmitted. 

Click on the drop-down arrow for Wire Type and select Foreign 
Currency International Wire.

Also select the currency the wire should be denominated. For this 
example, Canadian Dollar is selected.

Always ensure the correct Wire Purpose is included.

Select Continue to enter the receiving bank and Beneficiary information.

A Word of Caution about Amounts
For domestic wires and USD international wires the amount field in the EBIB Wire section is always expressed as 
U.S. dollars. However, foreign currency international wires are expressed in the foreign currency selected. Using 
the screen just above as a sample, the amount, 1.00, refers to Canadian dollars, not U.S. dollars. This means the 
amount of money that will be taken from your account to pay for the wire might be more than or less than you 
anticipated, depending on the exchange rate between USD and the other currency. 
The review screen is presented prior to submitting for approval.  When a foreign currency is selected, the indicative 
conversion rate will be displayed.  This rate is updated daily and subject to change with the final settlement.



Note on Scheduled Wires:
 � Should you wish to schedule recurring wires, you will need to first set up a template. 

 � Each wire in a schedule must be approved individually. 

 � Each future instance of a scheduled wire in a series will require the same approval process as it did the first time it was 
processed. If the approver does not take action each time the wire is processed in the future, the wire will not be sent.

Still need assistance?
To contact our support experts, call 844.680.3739, or email treasurysolutionssupport@renasant.com. Our 
team is available on bank business days, Monday through Friday, 7:00 AM CT/8:00 AM ET – 
5:00 PM CT/6:00 PM ET.  


